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Neutrinoless double-beta decay (0𝛎ββ) search 
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Light neutrino exchange Feynman graph

Why itʼs interesting?

❏ Lepton number violation process
❏ Neutrino nature: Dirac or Majorana
❏ Neutrino mass hierarchy
❏ Neutrino masses absolute scale
❏ New mass mechanism scenarios, leptogenesis

Expected spectrum

0𝛎ββ experimental detection sensitivity:

ー Very low background B
ー Great masses
ー High energy resolution
ー High isotopic abundance

All needed!



Experimental Approach with TeO2
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130Te suitable material:
❏ ββ emitter isotope
❏ High transition energy, (Qββ = 2527 keV)
❏ Available and easily reproducible
❏ Highest isotopic abundance among ββ emitters (34.08 %)

Very low 
temperatures 
needed: T0~ 10 mK

Calorimetric technique
(source ⊆ absorber) high efficiency ε, no source autoabsorption
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Work focused on the 𝛄 ROI background reduction

The proposal: PMMA

PROBLEM

PROPOSAL

High Z and ρ passive materials next to 
detectors (usually copper)

2615 keV photons ( 208Tl ) from 232Th 
due to material contamination and 
environment

Copper substitution with PMMA plastic:

❏ Reduced Compton scatter probability
❏ Possibility to make it an active scintillator shield

Setup construction and data acquisition at Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca

Bkg events due to 
Compton interactions 

with frames 
(Type D events)



Measurements Setup
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Mounting construction:
❏ Copper and PMMA 

components production
❏ Components washing
❏ Structures mounting
❏ NTD gluing
❏ Readout preparation (Pin 

and gold wires solderings)

Cryostat related operations:
❏ Hanging and wiring 

mountings into the cryostat
❏ Cryostat closing 
❏ Cool-down

Setup preparation 232Th calibration 
source positioned 
below the cryostat.

3He-4He dilution opened cryostat

PMMA and copper mountings hanged below 
the mixing chamber and wired to the 

cryosat. Crystals dimension 1✕1✕1 cm.
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Data Analysis and Results I

From raw pulses to energy spectra
Preprocessing

Preliminary results

✓ No cooling problem (problem of baseline restoration for 
greater masses)
✓ Faster plastic signals
✓ Great energy resolution, slightly better than copper
✓ No apparent cracks after cooling

Average pulses and 
power spectra

Optimum Filter 

Stabilization

Calibration



ROI comparison, PMMA vs Copper
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Different copper energy spectra normalization to 2615 keV plastic intensity

Integral in ROI region
Graph ROI Counts

Plastic
Copper (fit)

Copper (integral)

144 ± 12
273 ± 48
253 ± 29

✓ Lower background 
✘ Low statistics 
✘ High errors



Monte Carlo Simulation
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Graph ROI Counts
Plastic

Copper (fit)
Copper (integral)

251 ± 16
322 ± 33
310 ± 30
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❏ Simulation of only passive 
components that can contribute to 
the ROI background

❏ Generation of 2615 keV photons 
coming from the real source 
position

Obtained spectra

Integral in
 ROI 

region

Also here right direction but 
low differences and high errors. 

Try with something similar but bigger?



Application on CUORE experiment
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CUORE (Cryogenic Underground Observatory for Rare Events):
❏ Situated at LNGS and in data acquisition from 2017
❏ 0𝛎ββ calorimetric experiment
❏ 988 TeO2 crystals for a total active mass of 260 kg
❏ Most stringent limits on 0𝛎ββ 130Te half-life (                                 and                                        ) 

Simulation of internal CUORE 
structure: crystals and frame 2615 keV 𝛄 from frame contamination 2615 keV 𝛄 from outside

ROI bkg
2615 keV 𝛄 frame contamination: reduction factor ~ 3.5
2615 keV 𝛄 from outside: reduction factor  ~ 4.5



Conclusions
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Laboratory measurements:
➢ PMMA presents good mechanical properties;
➢ Faster signals than with copper but no information losses;
➢ High energy resolution (5 keV @ 2615 keV);
➢ ROI background is lower but high uncertainties doesnʼt allow to be conclusive.

PMMA substitution simulation on CUORE experiment:
➢ ROI background reduction factor 3.5 and 4.5 respectively for 𝛄 s̓ coming from material next to crystal 

and outside the experiment inner part.

Next steps: 
➢ Understand how PMMA thermal properties scale to greater masses;
➢ Evaluate the possibility to make the PMMA an active shield.

  THANKS FOR THE ATTENTION!


